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1. Introduction
The shortest paths problem is one of the most fundamental network optimization problems.
This problem comes up in practice and arises as a subproblem in many network optimization
algorithms. Algorithms for this problem have been studied for a long time. See e.g. [2, 5, 6, 7,
18, 19, 21]. However, advances in the theory of shortest paths algorithms are still being made.
See e.g. [1, 9, 13]. A good description of the classical algorithms and their implementations
appears in [10].
On a network with negative-length arcs, the best currently known time bound of O(nm) is
achieved by the Bellman-Ford-Moore algorithm [2, 7, 19]. (Here n and m denote the number
of nodes and arcs in the network, respectively.) With the additional assumption that arc
p
lengths are integers bounded below by ?N  ?2, the O( nm log N ) bound [13] improves
the Bellman-Ford-Moore bound unless N is very large. If the arc lengths are nonnegative,
implementations of Dijkstra's algorithm achieve better bounds. An implementation of [8] runs
in O(m + n log n) time. Under the assumption that arc lengths are integers in the interval
p
[0; : : : ; C ], C  2, the implementation of [1] runs in O(m + n log C ) time.
As hardware becomes more powerful and more sophisticated algorithms need a shortest path
subroutine, ecient shortest paths algorithms are of growing importance. This is the case for
other network optimization problems as well, motivating broad computational investigation of
available algorithms. In particular, a massive study of ow and matching algorithms was done
for the First DIMACS Algorithm Implementation Challenge [15].
In this paper we study practical performance of several shortest paths algorithms, including
established methods [2, 6, 7, 11, 18, 19, 20, 21], recently proposed algorithms [1, 14], and
new algorithms. The development of the new algorithms was based on the experimental
feedback. We give theoretical explanation of the observed behavior of the algorithms and
prove complexity bounds on the new algorithms.
We also prove an interesting result suggested by the experimental data. This result, summarized in Theorem 11.1, shows that some algorithms, for example the Bellman-Ford-Moore
algorithm, are potential-invariant, i.e., behave in exactly the same way on two networks one of
which is obtained from the other one by replacing the lengths by the reduced costs with respect
of a potential function. This result has several interesting implications. Note, for instance,
that any feasible shortest paths problem has an equivalent with nonnegative arc lengths. If the
problem with nonnegative arc lengths is computationally simpler than the general problem, as
is commonly believed, then the theorem suggests that a potential-invariant algorithm cannot
be superior to all other algorithms on problems with nonnegative arc lengths.
An important part of our work is the development of several natural shortest paths problem
generators and their use to create families of problems. Of special interest to us are the families
that give insight into the relative algorithm performance, robustness, and dependence of the
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performance on the network structure and the arc cost distribution.
The collection of algorithms we test is larger than that of any previous study we are aware
of, and the set of test problems is much richer. We show that the algorithm performance varies
signi cantly more than previously believed and that some algorithms previously considered
robust may fail dramatically. For example, we exhibit a family of problems that are hard for
all established algorithms, although a recent algorithm of [14] solves these problems quickly
(see Section 7).
Our work greatly improves the theoretical understanding of the shortest paths algorithm
performance. In particular we identify several problem features that make problems hard
or easy for the algorithms we study. The interaction between theoretical and experimental
aspects of our work helps to produce more ecient codes and to identify important theoretical
properties of the algorithms.
Although our research does not produce a single best code for the shortest paths problem,
two codes we developed are very competitive in their domains, networks with nonnegative
and mixed arc lengths, respectively. One of the codes is a new implementation of Dijkstra's
algorithm using a double bucket data structure. Another code, which is a modi cation of a
recent algorithm of Goldberg and Radzik [14], matches the O(nm) bound of the Bellman-FordMoore algorithm and also achieves the optimal O(m + n) time bound on acyclic networks.
Our codes, generators, and generator inputs form a testing environment for shortest paths
algorithms. A new code can be compared against the existing ones to determine its relative
performance. The environment can be augmented as interesting codes, problem generators,
and problem families are developed. Our codes, generators, and generator inputs are available
through a mail server.
The shortest paths environment can be used in several ways. Practitioners looking for an
ecient code for an application can test our codes on their problems and select one that
performs well. The number of codes which need to be compared can be narrowed down using
the results of the current paper. Researchers evaluating a new shortest paths code can run the
code on the problem families we suggest and compare its performance with the performance of
our codes. The environment can also be used in teaching algorithms to demonstrate importance
of proper algorithms and data structures.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces de nitions and notation. Section 3
reviews the labeling method for the shortest path problem. Section 4 describes the algorithms
that we study and proves complexity bounds on the new algorithms. Section 5 describes our
experimental setup and Sections 6 { 9 give the main experimental results. Section 10 gives
additional experimental data for implementations of Dijkstra's algorithm. Section 11 discusses
performance of individual algorithms and explains their experimental behavior. We make
concluding remarks in Section 12.
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procedure scan(v);
for all (v; w) E do
if d(v) + `(v; w) < d(w) then
d(w) d(v) + `(v; w);
S (w) labeled;
(w) v;
S (v) scanned;
end.
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Figure 1. The scan operation.
2. Definitions and Notation

The input to the single-source shortest paths problem is (G; s; `), where G = (V; E ) is a
directed graph, ` : E ! R is a length function, and s 2 V is the source node. The goal is to
nd shortest paths from s to all other nodes of G or to nd a negative length cycle in G. If G
has a negative length cycle, we say that the problem is infeasible. We assume, without loss of
generality, that all nodes are reachable from s in G. We denote jV j by n, jE j by m, and the
biggest absolute value of an arc length by C .
A potential function is a real-valued function on nodes. Given a potential function d, we
de ne a reduced cost function `d : E ! R by
`d (v; w) = `(v; w) + d(v) ? d(w):
We say that an arc a is admissible if `d (a)  0, and denote the set of admissible arcs by Ed .
The admissible graph is de ned by Gd = (V; Ed). Note that if d(v ) < 1 and d(w) = 1, the
arc (v; w) is admissible. If d(v ) = d(w) = 1, we de ne `d (v; w) = `(v; w).
A shortest paths tree of G is a spanning tree rooted at s such that for any v 2 V , the reversal
of the v to s path in the tree is a shortest path from s to v .
3. The Labeling Method
In this section we brie y outline the general labeling method for solving the shortest paths
problem. (See e.g. [4, 10, 23] for more detail.) Most shortest paths algorithms are based on
this method.
For every node v , the method maintains its potential d(v ), parent  (v ), and status S (v ) 2
funreached; labeled; scannedg. The potential of a node v is also called the distance label of v.
Initially for every node v , d(v ) = 1,  (v ) = nil, and S (v ) = unreached. The method starts
by setting d(s) = 0 and S (s) = labeled, and applies the scan operation to labeled nodes until
none exists, in which case the method terminates.
The scan operation applies to a labeled node v . The operation is described in Figure 1.
Note that if v is labeled, then d(v ) < 1 and d(v ) + `(v; w) is nite. After a scan operation,
some unreached and scanned nodes may become labeled.
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nodes/arcs
16385
49152
65537
196608

bf

stack

0.39 44.29

11.92 1986.90

3.53 544.34

23.19 4613.02

Figure 2. Relative performance of FIFO and LIFO selection rules. A table

entry gives the running time in seconds (bold) and the number of scans per
node.
The method terminates if and only if G does not have negative length cycles. If the method
terminates, the parent pointers de ne a correct shortest paths tree and, for any v 2 V , d(v ) is
the shortest path distance from s to v . The labeling method can be easily modi ed so that if
G has negative cycles, the method nds such a cycle and terminates.
4. Labeling Algorithms
Di erent strategies for selecting labeled nodes to be scanned next lead to di erent algorithms.
In this section we discuss some of these strategies.
The importance of a good ordering of the scan operations is illustrated in Figure 2. Here
we compare the FIFO ordering used in the bf code and the LIFO ordering used in the stack
code on two Grid-SSquare problems (see Section 6) of modest size. As is usually the case,
stack performance is extremely poor compared to bf, although the codes di er by only two
statements. As we shall see later, bf performs much worse than some other codes on this
problem. Note that stack has an exponential worst-case running time (see e.g. [22]).

4.1. Bellman-Ford-Moore Algorithm. The Bellman-Ford-Moore algorithm, due to Bell-

man [2], Ford [7], and Moore [19], maintains the set of labeled nodes in a FIFO queue. The
next node to be scanned is removed from the head of the queue; a node that becomes labeled
is added to the tail of the queue. Our code bf implements this algorithm.
We de ne a pass over the queue inductively. Initialization, during which the source s is
added to the queue, is pass 0. For i > 0, pass i consists of processing nodes which were added
to the queue during pass i ? 1.
Performance of the Bellman-Ford-Moore algorithm is as follows.

Theorem 4.1. (i) Each pass takes O(m) time. (ii) The number of passes is bounded by the
depth of the shortest paths tree. (iii) The algorithm runs in O(nm) time in the worst case.

Although the O(nm) worst case bound is the best bound known for shortest paths algorithms, in practice the Bellman-Ford-Moore algorithm is often slower than other methods. We
introduce the following parent-checking heuristic that usually improves performance of the algorithm. Suppose we have just removed a node v from the queue and the parent of v , u =  (v ),
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nodes/arcs
16385
49152
65537
196608

bf

bfp

0.39 0.21

11.92 5.05

3.53 1.96

23.19 9.66

Figure 3. Relative performance of bf and bfp on Grid-SSquare problems.

[L; U ]
[1; 1]

bf

bfp

1.46 1.50
1.00 1.00
[0; 10000] 25.28 23.15
19.04 16.75

Figure 4. Relative performance of bf and bfp on Rand-Len problems with

131072 nodes and 524288 arcs.
is in the queue. Note that d(v ) was last updated when u was scanned and d(v ) was set to
d(u) + `(u; v), and after that d(u) decreased (causing u to be again added to the queue). Thus
`d (u; v) < 0. Intuitively, it is wasteful to scan v at this point because we know that d(v) will
decrease. The bfp algorithm is a variant of bf that scans a node only if its parent is not in
the queue. One can easily prove the bounds of Theorem 4.1 for this algorithm.
The parent-checking idea can be extended. For example, one can check all predecessors of
a node in the current tree. This is computationally expensive, however. An alternative is to
periodically clean up the queue, removing from it all nodes with labeled predecessors in the
tree. This approach can be used to obtain an algorithm that is usually better than bfp. In
Section 4.5 we describe an even better algorithm motivated by this idea.
Figure 3 shows the performance of bf and bfp on a problem from Grid-SSquare family (see
Section 6). On this problem, bf does about twice as many scans as bfp and runs about twice
as slowly. Figure 4 shows the performance on problems from Rand-Len family (see Section
8). In the rst problem all arcs have unit length and both bf and bfp do one scan per node.
Because of the additional work of checking the parents, bfp is slightly slower. In the second
problem the range of arc lengths is relatively large. On this problem bfp does slightly fewer
scans per node and runs slightly faster.
In practice, bfp seems never to make more scans than bf and is never signi cantly slower.
In the vast majority of cases, bfp is faster than bf and the two codes di er by only one \if"
statement. We use the bfp code in our experiments below.

4.2. Dijkstra's Algorithm. Dijkstra's algorithm [6] selects a labeled node with the minimum
potential as the next node to be scanned.
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nodes/arcs
16385
49152
32769
98304
65537
196608

dikh

dikq

1.00

1.00

0.20

5.15

0.50 22.11
1.00
1.00
1.29 122.22
1.00

1.00

Figure 5. Relative performance of dikh and dikq on Grid-SWide problem.

Theorem 4.2. If the length function is nonnegative, Dijkstra's algorithm scans each node

exactly once.

Remark. It is easy to show that if negative arc lengths are allowed, the number of scans

may be exponential.
We rst assume that arc lengths are nonnegative, and treat the other case at the end of
this section. Also, when discussing below about R-heap and bucket-based implementations of
Dijkstra's algorithm, we assume that the length function is integral.
The worst-case complexity of Dijkstra's algorithm on networks with nonnegative arc lengths
depends on the way of nding the labeled node with the smallest distance label. A naive
implementation that examines all labeled nodes to nd the minimum runs in O(n2 ) time [6].
The implementation using k-ary heaps (see e.g. [4]) runs in O(m log n) time (for a constant k).
The implementation using Fibonacci heaps [8] runs in O(m+n log n) time. The implementation
using one-level R-heaps [1] runs in O(m + (n log C )) time and the one using two-level R-heaps
p
together with Fibonacci heaps, in O(m + n log C ) time. We evaluated implementations that
use k-ary heaps with k set to 3 (dikh), Fibonacci heaps (dikf, and one-level R-heaps (dikr).
(Note that the R-heap data structure is based on buckets and thus similar to bucket-based
implementations discussed below.)
We also implemented the naive O(n2) algorithm (dikq). This implementation, however,
performs poorly unless the average number of labeled nodes during the computation is small.
For example, on two problems from Grid-SWide family (see Section 6), dikq is orders of
magnitude slower than dikh, which itself is relatively slow on this problem. (See Figure 5.)
Because of the poor performance, we do not include dikq in our tests.
Another way to implement Dijkstra's algorithm is by using the bucket data structure, as
proposed by Dial [5]. This implementation maintains an array of buckets, with the i-th bucket
containing all nodes v with d(v ) = i. When distance label of a node changes, the node is
removed from a bucket corresponding to its old distance label (if the label was nite) and
inserted into the bucket corresponding to the new one. The implementation maintains an
index L. Initially, L = 0, and L has the property that all buckets i < L are empty. The next
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node to be scanned is removed from bucket L or, if this bucket is empty, L is incremented.
The following theorem follows easily from the observation that bucket deletions and insertions
take linear time and at most nC buckets need to be examined by the algorithm.

Theorem 4.3. [5] If the length function is nonnegative, Dial's algorithm runs in O(m + nC )
time.

Although the algorithm, as stated, needs nC buckets, an observation that only C + 1 consecutive buckets can be occupied at any given time allows the use of C + 1 buckets. Our code
dikb implements Dial's algorithm. We maintain nodes in a bucket in the FIFO order. Our
implementation places a limit of 300000 on the maximum arc length (which determines the
number of buckets).
Next we introduce two simple ways to reduce the memory requirement of Dial's algorithm.
In the over ow bag implementation, the number of buckets is set to B < C +1. At the i-th stage
of the algorithm, the buckets contain nodes with distance labels in the range [Bi ; Bi + B ? 1].
The labeled nodes with distance label Bi + B and above are maintained in a special set (the
bag). Initially i = 0 and Bi = 0. When the value of L reaches Bi + B , the value of i is
incremented and Bi is set to the minimum distance label of a node in the bag. Then the bag
is scanned, nodes with distance labels in the range [Bi ; Bi + B ? 1] are moved into appropriate
buckets, and the next stage begins. The time-memory tradeo of this implementation is as
follows.

Theorem 4.4. If the length function is nonnegative, the over ow bag implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm runs in O(m + n((C=B ) + B )) time.

Proof. Under this implementation, each node is scanned at most once, for the total of O(m+n)

time. The time for removing and inserting nodes from the buckets and the bag can be charged
to the scanning of nodes. There are at most n passes through the buckets for a total of O(nB )
work. It remains to account for the work of examining nodes in the bag at the end of each
stage of the algorithm. Note that if a node is added to the bag for the rst time during stage
i, then its distance label is at most Bi + B + C , so the node can be in the bag for O(C=B)
stages. Thus the work involved in examining the bag is O(nC=B ).

p

p

Choosing B = C yields an O(m + n C ) time bound. Our code dikbm implements this
algorithm. We set B = min(50000; C=3).
In the approximate bucket implementation, a bucket i contains nodes with distance labels in
the range [i; (i + 1) ? 1], where  is a xed parameter. Nodes in the bucket are processed
in the FIFO order. This implementation needs dC=e + 1 buckets. The time-memory tradeo
for this implementation is as follows.
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Theorem 4.5. If the length function is nonnegative, the approximate bucket implementation

runs in O(m + n( + C=)) time.
Proof. Each node can be scanned more than once since the buckets are approximate. However,
a node cannot be scanned more than  times. Thus the total work involved in scanning nodes
is O((m + n)). The only work that cannot be charged to the scans is that of going through
the buckets in search of a nonempty one. This work adds up to O(n(C=)).

Our code dikba implements this algorithm. We set  = dC=211e.
The ideas of the above two algorithms can be combined to obtain the double bucket implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm. This implementation has two kinds of buckets, high-level
and low-level. The number of low-level buckets is . A high-level bucket i contains the set of
nodes with distance labels in the range [i; (i + 1) ? 1] except for the nonempty high-level
bucket with the smallest index L. Nodes v with distance label in the range [L; (L + 1) ? 1]
are in the low-level bucket d(v ) ? L. After all low-level buckets are examined and the nodes
in these buckets are scanned, L increases. If the corresponding high-level bucket is not empty,
its nodes are moved to the corresponding low-level buckets and the next stage begins.
The number of high-level buckets needed by this implementation is d(C + 1)=e. The
running time of the implementation is as follows.
Theorem 4.6. If the length function is nonnegative, the double bucket implementation runs
in O(m + n( + C=)) time.
Proof. Each node is scanned at most once. The number of high-level buckets that the
algorithm processes is O(nC=). The number of times a low-level bucket is examined is at
most n.

p

For the best theoretical bound, the value of  should be ( C ). Our code dikbd implements this algorithm. We set  to (essentially) the biggest power of two that is less than
p
C.
The double bucket implementation can be generalized to the k-level bucket implementation
in the following way. We consider only the case when the number of buckets at every level is
the same and equal to p = dC 1=ke. The levels are numbered from 0 to k ? 1 and the buckets
at each level are numbered from 0 to p ? 1. Consider level i. Associated with this level are the
base distance Bi and the index of the active bucket ai , Associated with bucket j , 0  j  p ? 1,
at level i is the interval [Bi + jpi; Bi + (j + 1)pi ? 1]. If the distance label of a node v is in the
interval associated with bucket j for some ai < j < p, then v is in this bucket. If the distance
label is in the interval associated with the active bucket and i > 0, then the node is at a lower
level. If the distance label is greater than Bi + pi+1 ? 1, then the node is at a higher level. For
each level we maintain the total number of nodes at this level. Next we describe how to move
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a node into the appropriate bucket when its distance decreases and how to nd a node with
the smallest distance.
If the distance of a node decreases, we rst try to relocate this node within the same level.
If it drops into the active bucket, then we nd the appropriate bucket at the lower level. We
repeat this until we reach the lowest level or the rst level such that the node does not drop
into the active bucket. If bucket a0 at the lowest level (level 0) is not empty, it contains all
nodes with the smallest distance label. If this bucket is empty, we nd the lowest nonempty
level, then we nd the rst nonempty bucket at this level, make it the active bucket, and
distribute the nodes from this bucket to lower levels.
The k-level bucket implementation requires O(kC 1=k) buckets and has the following timememory tradeo .
Theorem 4.7. If the length function is nonnegative, the k-level bucket implementation runs
in O(m + n(k + C 1=k )) time.
Proof. Consider a node v whose distance label is decreased. If the level of the node does not
change, the node can be moved into the new bucket in O(1) time. If the node moves to a lower
level, the appropriate level and bucket can be found in O(i ? i ) time, where i and i are
the old level and the new level, respectively. Since there are O(m) decreases of distance labels
and each node may move only from a higher to a lower level, the total time spent on these
operations is O(m + nk).
To nd a node with the smallest distance, we rst nd the lowest nonempty level in O(k)
time, using the information about the number of nodes at each level. The rst nonempty
bucket is found in O(p) time. Then we have to distribute the nodes from this bucket to lower
levels. The total time of this computation, throughout the whole algorithm, is O(nk), since
each time a node is inspected, it is moved to the lower level. We have to nd the slammest
distance node at most n times, so the total work involved is O(n(k + p)).
Thus the running time of the k-level implementation is O(m + n(k + C 1=k )).
0

00

0

00

Setting k = d2 log C= log log C e yields an O(m + n log C= log log C ) time bound.
We conclude this section with a discussion of implementations of Dijkstra's algorithm when
arc lengths can be negative. A \strict" implementation of the algorithm selects a labeled node
with the smallest distance label at every step. This is what our code dikh does.
An alternative is to maintain the value t of the biggest distance label of a node scanned so
far, and to select a labeled node with the distance label of t or less if such a node exists and
a labeled node with the smallest distance label otherwise. This strategy is more natural for
bucket and R-heap implementations and we use it in the corresponding codes. If the nodes
eligible for scanning are maintained in FIFO manner, one can show polynomial-time bounds
for this variant of Dijkstra's algorithm on networks with arbitrary arc lengths.
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4.3. Incremental Graph Algorithms. In this section we describe two algorithms. The

rst one was developed independently by Pape [21] and Levit [18]. The second algorithm
was proposed by Pallottino [20]. He also introduced the incremental graph framework that
uni ed these two algorithms. Our implementations of the above algorithms are called pape,
and two q, respectively.
An algorithm in the restricted scan framework maintains a set W of nodes and scans only
labeled nodes in W . The set W is monotone: once a node is added to W , the node remains in
W . If there are labeled nodes but no labeled node is in W , some of the labeled nodes must be
added to W . Nodes may also be added to W even if W already contains labeled nodes. Note
that if the labeled nodes in W are processed in the FIFO order, then a simple modi cation
of the analysis of the Bellman-Ford-Moore algorithm shows that in O(nm) time, either the
algorithm terminates or W grows. This leads to an O(n2 m) time bound.
In Pape-Levit and Pallottino's algorithms de ne W as the set of nodes which have been
scanned at least once; when no labeled node is in W , a labeled node is added to W . More
precisely, these algorithms maintain the set of labeled nodes as two subsets, S1 and S2, the
rst containing labeled nodes which have been scanned at least once and the second containing
those which have never been scanned (S1  W and S2  V ? W ). The next node to be scanned
is selected from S1 unless S1 is empty, in which case the node is selected from S2 (i:e:, this
node is added to W ). We call S1 the high-priority set and S2 the low-priority set.
The Pape-Levit algorithm maintains S1 as a LIFO stack and S2 as a FIFO queue. (This
algorithm is usually implemented using the dequeue data structure, which is a queue that allows
insertions at either end. See e.g. [10, 20].) Initially the stack is empty and the queue contains
s. The next node to be scanned is removed from the top of the stack if it is not empty and
from the head of the queue otherwise. A node that becomes labeled is pushed to the top of the
stack if the node has been scanned previously and added to the tail of the queue otherwise.
The algorithm terminates when both the stack and the queue are empty. This algorithm has
exponential worst-case time bound.

Theorem 4.8. [16, 22] The Pape-Levit algorithm runs in (n2n) time in the worst case.
Pallottino's algorithm maintains S1 and S2 using FIFO queues, Q1 and Q2 . The next node
to be scanned is removed from the head of Q1 if the queue is not empty and from the head of
Q2 otherwise. A node that becomes labeled is added to the tail of Q1 if it has been scanned
previously and to the tail of Q2 otherwise. The algorithm terminates when both queues are
empty. As the above discussion of the restricted scan algorithms suggests, the worst-case
running time of two q is polynomial.

Theorem 4.9. [20] The two-queue algorithm runs in O(n2m) time in the worst case.
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Observe that in a restricted scan algorithm when there are no labeled nodes in W , then
the current tree restricted to W is a shortest paths tree in the subgraph of the input graph
induced by W and the reduced cost function is nonnegative on arcs connecting nodes in W .
Both Pape-Levit and Pallottino's algorithms increase W only when there are no labeled nodes
in W , in which case exactly one labeled node v is added to W . By the next time when there
are no labeled nodes in W (i.e., by the next time S1 is empty) a shortest paths tree in the
subgraph induced by W [ fv g is computed. Hence the \incremental graph algorithms" term.

4.4. The Threshold Algorithm. Glover et. al. [11] suggest the following method, which

combines the ideas lying behind the Bellman-Ford-Moore, Dijkstra's, and incremental graph
algorithms. (See also [12, 10].) The method partitions the set of labeled nodes into two subsets,
NOW and NEXT, which are maintained as FIFO queues. At the beginning of each iteration
of the algorithm, NOW is empty. The method also maintains a threshold parameter t which is
set to a weighted average of the minimum and average distance labels of the nodes in NEXT.
During an iteration, the algorithm transfers nodes v with d(v )  t from NEXT to NOW and
scans nodes in NOW. Nodes that become labeled during the iteration are added to NEXT.
The algorithm terminates when NEXT is empty at the end of an iteration. Our code thresh
implements the threshold algorithm suggested in [11] with parameter values MINWT = 45
and WTCNG = 25.
The running time of thresh is as follows.

Theorem 4.10. [12] If the length function is nonnegative, thresh runs in O(nm) time.
Note that the threshold parameter t is not necessarily monotone in our implementation. If t
is updated only when at the beginning of an iteration the distance label of every node in NEXT
is greater that t, then t becomes monotone. This version of the algorithm falls into the restricted
scan framework discussed in the previous section and runs in O(n2 m) time on networks with
arbitrary arc lengths [10]. However, the version of thresh that we implemented is that of [11],
and we are not aware of any polynomial-time bound for this version in the arbitrary length
case.

4.5. The Topological Ordering Algorithms. A generalization of the parent-checking idea

discussed in Section 4.1 is as follows. Suppose both v and w are labeled and there is a path
from v to w in the admissible graph containing a negative reduced cost arc. Then it is better
to scan v before w, since we know that d(w) is greater than the true distance from s to w. A
recent algorithm of Goldberg and Radzik [14] is based on this idea. To simplify the algorithm
description, we rst assume that G has no cycles of length zero or less, and therefore for any
d, the admissible graph Gd is acyclic.
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The Goldberg-Radzik algorithm maintains the set of labeled nodes in two sets, A and B .
Each labeled node is in exactly one set. Initially A = ; and B = fsg. At the beginning of
each pass, the algorithm uses the set B to compute the set A of nodes to be scanned during
the pass, and resets B to the empty set. A is a linearly ordered set. During the pass, elements
are removed according to the ordering of A and scanned. The newly created labeled nodes are
added to B . A pass ends when A becomes empty. The algorithm terminates when B is empty
at the end of a pass.
The algorithm computes A from B as follows.
(1) For every v 2 B that has no outgoing arc with negative reduced cost, delete v from B
and mark it as scanned.
(2) Let A be the set of nodes reachable from B in Gd . Mark all nodes in A as labeled.
(3) Apply topological sort to order A so that for every pair of nodes v and w in A such
that (v; w) 2 Gd , v precedes w and therefore v will be scanned before w.
The algorithm achieves the same bound as the Bellman-Ford-Moore algorithm.

Theorem 4.11. [14] The Goldberg-Radzik algorithm runs in O(nm) time.
Now suppose G has cycles of zero or negative length. In this case Gd need not be acyclic.
If, however, Gd has a negative length cycle, we can terminate the computation. If Gd has zero
length cycles, we can contract such cycles and continue the computation. This can be easily
done while maintaining the O(nm) time bound. (See e.g. [13].)
Our code gor is an implementation of the Goldberg-Radzik algorithm with one simpli cation. The implementation uses depth- rst search to compute topological ordering of the
admissible graph (see e.g. [4]). Instead of contracting zero length cycles, we simply ignore the
back arcs discovered during the depth- rst search. The resulting topological order is in the
admissible graph minus the ignored arcs. This change does not a ect the algorithm correctness
or the above running time bound.
We also implement the following modi cation, gor1, of gor. Recall that we use depth- rst
search to compute the topological ordering. When an arc (v; w) is examined by the depth- rst
search, the arc is rst scanned in the shortest-path sense, i.e., if d(v ) + `(v; w) < d(w), d(w) is
set to d(v ) + `(v; w) and  (w) is set to v . (Note that this changes the admissible graph.) The
following theorem gives a theoretical justi cation for this change.

Theorem 4.12. Gor1 runs in O(nm) time. On an acyclic network, gor1 terminates in one
pass and therefore runs in O(m + n) time.

Proof. The proof of the rst claim is similar to that of Theorem 4.11. To prove the second

claim, we show that the rst depth- rst search topologically orders the nodes reachable from
the source with respect to the input graph. Recall that at the beginning of the computation
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Figure 6. Average running times (in seconds) of the test programs.

all nodes except for the source have in nite distance labels. Note also that an easy inductive
argument shows that nodes processed by the depth- rst search have nite distance labels.
Thus when an arc (v; w) is rst examined while processing v , d(v ) is nite and d(w) in nite,
so d(w) will be updated and `d (v; w) will become zero. Thus (v; w) will become admissible
and the search will start processing w. Therefore the depth- rst search of the admissible
graph will examine the nodes in exactly the same order as the depth- rst search of the whole
input graph, and the resulting order will be topological with respect to the input graph. The
standard results for shortest paths in acyclic graphs imply that after the end of the rst pass,
the algorithm terminates.

Remark. When counting the number of scans done by gor and gor1, we count both the

shortest paths scan operations and processing of nodes done by the depth- rst searchers.

5. Experimental Setup
Our experiments were conducted on SUN Sparc-10 workstation model 41 with a 40MHZ
processor running SUN Unix version 4.1.3. The workstation had 160 Meg. memory. Our codes
were written in C and compiled with the SUN cc compiler version 1.0 using the O4 optimization
option.
We performed the machine calibration experiment designed by the organizers of the First
DIMACS International Algorithm Implementation Challenge [15]. Figure 6 shows the average
running times of the test programs compiled with di erent optimization levels.
Our implementations use the adjacency list representation of the input graph. We experimented with several folklore low-level representations of the graph and found that the one
described in detail by Gallo and Pallottino [10] is the most ecient. Our implementations of
the traditional algorithms (bf, pape, two q, thresh) are also very similar to those described
in [10]. We attempted to make our implementations of di erent algorithms uniform to make
the running time comparisons more meaningful. We also tried to make the implementations
ecient.
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The codes compared in our main experiments are bfp, gor, gor1, dikh, dikbd, pape,
two q, and thresh. We do not include all the Dijkstra's algorithm implementations because
they often perform very similarly. We chose dikh because it is the most widely known version
of Dijkstra's algorithm and dikbd because it is the best overall implementation of Dijkstra's
algorithm in our tests. We also compare dikh, dikbd, dikr, dikb, dikbm, and dikba on a
subset of the problems that shows strengths and weaknesses of these codes.
When tabulating results of our experiments, we give the running time in seconds (in bold)
and the number of scan operations per node (below). The running time is the user CPU time
and excludes the input and output times. To obtain a data point for a shortest paths code, we
make ve runs of the code on problems produced with the same generator parameters except
for the pseudorandom generator seed. The data we tabulate is the average over the ve runs.
We place a 20 minute limit on the user CPU time of each computation on a problem instance.
This leaves over 15 minutes for the shortest paths computation (excluding input and output).
Since all problems in our tests are solvable in well under a minute by the code that is fastest
for this problem, the codes that exceed the limit on a problem are losing to the fastest code
by over an order of magnitude.
We also plot the data in addition to tabulating it. Our plots use regular or logarithmic
scales, as appropriate for a particular problem family. To avoid crowding the plots, when two
algorithms perform very similarly, we plot only one of them.
6. Simple SPGRID Problems
First we experiment with rectangular grid networks produced by our SPGRID generator.
Nodes of these graphs correspond to points on the plane with integer coordinates [x; y ], 1 
x  X , 1  y  Y . These points are connected \forward" by arcs of the form ([x; y]; [x +1; y]),
1  x < X , 1  y  Y , \up" by arcs of the form ([x; y ]; [x; y + 1( mod Y )]), 1  x  X ,
1  y  Y , and \down" by arcs of the form ([x; y ]; [x; y ? 1( mod Y )]), 1  x  X , 1  y  Y .
Thus a layer, a set of nodes [x; y ] with x xed and 1  y  Y , is a doubly connected cycle.
There is also an additional source node connected to all nodes in the rst layer, i:e:, the nodes
with coordinates [1; y ], 1  y  Y . For the rectangular grid experiments, arc lengths are
selected uniformly at random from the interval [0; 10000].

6.1. Square Grids. Figure 7 presents results of experiments on Grid-SSquare family of

square grids. For this family X = Y .
The best performance on this family is achieved by pape and two q. The performance of
gor, dikbd, and thresh is also good. These code loose to the best codes by less than a factor
of 3. Somewhat slower is dikh; it looses to the fastest codes by about a factor of four on the
largest problem size.
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Figure 7. Grid-SSquare family data.
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The worst performance on this family is that of bfp. The second-worst code is Gor1. On
the largest problem size, it is an order of magnitude slower than the fastest codes but an order
of magnitude faster than the slowest code.
Remark. Our experiments show that the numbers of scans done by pape and two q on
the same problem instances in the Grid-SSquare family are exactly the same. This is also the
case for the Grid-SWide and Grid-SLong families of the next section. Closer examination of
the distribution of the input graphs reveals that pape and two q on such problems are indeed
very likely to perform the same number of scans.
When designing or implementing algorithms that use a shortest paths subroutine, it is often
convenient to assume that all nodes of the network are reachable from the source. One way to
assure this property is to introduce an arti cial source and connect it to the original source by
a zero length arc and to the other nodes of the graph by very long arcs. This is exactly how
we obtain the Grid-SSquare-S family from the Grid-SSquare family.
Figure 8 shows the results of the Grid-SSquare-S experiment. Note that the Grid-SSquare-S
graphs have about 1=3 more arcs than those in the previous experiment. Since the problem
structure is similar, one would expect a slight increase in the running times on problems with
the same number of nodes. However, the only code that meets this expectation is gor1.
Performance of all other codes su ers, but while pape and two q have a drastic change, other
codes experience a relatively modest one.
The best codes in the rst experiment are the worst by a wide margin in the second experiment. In particular, pape is the only code that ran over time limit on the second largest
problem size. In the second experiment, two q performs much better than pape but much
worse than the other codes.
The performance of bfp decreases by roughly a factor of two, and the code remains uncompetitive with the best codes on this family.
The performance of dikh decreases by a factor that slowly grows with the problem size.
This factor is about 2 for the smaller problem sizes and over 3 for the largest size.
The performance of gor and thresh decreases by about a factor of 3. For the smaller
problem sizes, thresh is the fastest code in this experiment, but it loses to dikbd on larger
problems. Slightly slower than thresh is gor.
For larger problems, dikbd is the fastest code in this experiment. Its performance decreases
only by a factor of about 1:5 on the largest problem size. On smaller problems the performance
decreases by a factor of 4.

6.2. Wide and Long Grids. Next we examine how the performance depends on the shape

of the grid. We study two problem families, Grid-SWide and Grid-SLong. The grids in the
rst family have X = 16, i.e., the length of these grids is xed and the width grows with the
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Figure 8. Grid-SSquare-S family data.
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problem size. The grids in the second family have Y = 16 and their length grows with the
problem size.
The wide grids are easy for all algorithms, as one can see in Figure 9. The fastest codes
for this problem family are pape and two q, and all other codes except dikh are within a
factor of 2 from the fastest codes. Even the slowest code, dikh, loses by less than an order of
magnitude.
The situation changes on long grids, as can be seen in Figure 10. The most a ected code
is bfp, which is very good on wide grids but very bad on long grids, where it is the slowest
code by a wide margin. The performance of dikh is also a ected signi cantly; its performance
improves, especially on big problems.
Other codes are less a ected: their running times change by less than a factor of 4. The
performance of gor, dikbd, pape, two q, and thresh improves, while the performance of
gor1 degrades. The best codes for wide grids, pape and two q, remain the best for the long
grids.
7. Harder SPGRID Problems
The SPGRID generator can also produce networks with structure that is very di erent from
the simple grids described in the previous section. As in the case of simple grids, the networks
considered in this section consist of layers and the source connected to the nodes of the rst
layer. Each layer is a simple cycle plus a collection of arcs connecting randomly selected pairs
of nodes on the cycle. The length of the arcs inside a layer is small and nonnegative. There
are arcs from one layer to the next one, as in simple grids, but in addition, there are generally
arcs from lower to higher numbered layers. For the Grid-PHard problems the inter-layer arcs
have nonnegative length, and for Grid-NHard problems, nonpositive length. The length of
these arcs is selected uniformly at random from a wide range of integers. Additionally, in the
Grid-PHard problems the length of an arc from layer x1 to layer x2 is multiplied by (x2 ? x1 )2.
The Grid-PHard and Grid-NHard networks are signi cantly more complicated than simple
grids. For example, these networks are non-planar. A more relevant di erence is a complex
layer structure of these networks, which has the property that a path between two nodes with
many arcs is likely to have shorter length than a path with fewer arcs. This makes it dicult
to direct the computation based on local information, so some algorithms may be forced to
perform many re-scans.
The computational results on the Grid-PHard family appear in Figure 11. Only four codes,
gor, gor1, dikh, and dikbd, solve all problems in this family within the time limit.
The fastest code for this experiment is dikbd, with dikh close behind, losing by less than a
factor of 2. The running time of these two codes seems to be close to linear in the number of
nodes in Grid-PHard problems. The running time of gor and two q also seems to be close
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Figure 9. Grid-SWide family data.
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Figure 10. Grid-SLong family data.
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to linear, but with bigger constant factors. While gor is about ve times slower than the
Dijkstra's codes, and two q is two orders of magnitude slower.
The running time of gor1 seems to grow a little faster than that of gor. The latter code
is a little slower on small problems but catches up on the biggest problems in our test. Both
thresh and bfp exhibit clearly superlinear rates of growth and exceed the time limit on the
bigger problems.
In this test Pape has the worst performance. In the set time, it is able to solve problems of
the two smallest sizes only, losing to the best code by three orders of magnitude.
Figure 12 gives results of the Grid-NHard experiment. On this problem family, Gor1 and
gor are by far the best codes.
Remark. On all instances we tried, the number of scans done by gor1 on Grid-NHard
instances and the corresponding Grid-PHard ones are exactly the same. This code seems to be
always able to gure out that the underlying problem structure is similar. The minor running
time di erences are mostly due to timing variations.
Although the performance of bfp, pape, and two q codes is not exactly the same in this
experiment as in the previous one, it is quite similar. Much worse performance is exhibited by
Thresh, dikbd, and dikh. The latter code is the worst, exceeding the time limit on all test
problems.
One should note similar behavior of dikbd and thresh on Grid-NHard problems. Moreover,
their behavior is analogous to bfp, that is, dikbd and thresh di er from bfp by roughly the
same factor for all problem sizes.
8. Experiments with SPRAND Families
In this section we study performance of the codes on graphs produced by the SPRAND
generator. All graphs we consider are constructed by creating a hamiltonian cycle and then
adding arcs with distinct random end points. In our experiments we set the length of the
arcs on the cycle to 1 and pick the lengths of other arcs uniformly at random from a certain
interval. For all problem families except Rand-Len, this interval is [0; 10000].
Note that if we were to pick the cycle arcs lengths in the same ways as the other arc lengths,
the resulting graphs would be essentially random. We found, however, that the resulting
problems are easy for all the codes. Setting the cycle arc lengths to 1 makes the problems
more interesting and the experiments more insightful.
8.1. Sparse and Dense Networks. The graphs in Rand-4 family have m = 4n. These are
sparse graphs. As one can see in Figure 13, the Dijkstra's codes are the best on these problems,
with dikbd clearly the fastest code and dikh slower by a factor of about 2 for the smaller
problems and a factor of about 3 for the bigger problems. Other codes are noticeably slower,
with two q and pape being the slowest.
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Figure 12. Grid-NHard family data. dikh exceeded the time limit on all problems.
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Figure 13. Rand-4 family data.
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Figure 14. Rand-1:4 family data.
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The graphs in Rand-1:4 family have m = n2=4. These are dense graphs. As one can see in
Figure 14, there is little di erence in relative performance of the codes, except dikh improves
relative to dikbd and becomes the fastest code, although dikbd is only slightly slower.

8.2. Dependency on Arc Lengths. Problems in the Rand-Len family are the same except

for the interval from which the arc lengths are selected. The arc length is xed to 1 for the
rst problem in the family and selected from an interval [0; U ] for the other problems. See
Figure 15. Note that because the path arcs' lengths are set to 1, the structure of the shortest
paths tree changes as U increases. For bigger values of U , the path arcs are more likely to be
in the tree and the tree is likely to be taller.
On the unit length problems, bfp, dikh, dikbd, pape, two q, and thresh make one scan
per node. The running times of bfp, pape, and two q are the fastest (and almost the same).
Other codes that perform well are gor, dikh, dikbd, and thresh. These codes loose to the
fastest codes by less than a factor of 2. The worst code, gor1, loses by about a factor of 5.
As the length range expands, the algorithms become slower. Dikbd shows very little dependence on the arc length range and is the fastest except for the unit length case. The
performance of gor1 and dikh is also a ected very little. Other codes are signi cantly affected; their performance decreases by over an order of magnitude for the [0; 1000000] length
range (compared to the unit length case).

8.3. Node Potentials. Problems in the Rand-P family are the same except the length func-

tion ` is modi ed by assigning each node v a potential p(v ) chosen uniformly at random from
the interval [0; P ] and replacing ` by `p . (For P = 0, the problems are the same as the 131072
node problems of the Rand-4 family.) While ` is nonnegative, `p can take on negative values.
However, for small P , the expected fraction of negative length arcs is small.
Note that bfp, gor1, pape, and two q make the same number of scans regardless of the
potentials. This observation is justi ed by Theorem 11.1.
9. Experiments with SPACYC Families
In this section we study performance of the codes on acyclic networks. The shortest paths
problem on an acyclic graph can be solved in linear time (see e.g. [4]) and the experiments of
this section include the linear time algorithm for acyclic graphs, acc.
Experiments with acyclic graphs are interesting for several reasons. Shortest paths problems
in acyclic graphs come up in applications, such as PERT network analysis (see e.g. [17]).
Furthermore, some networks that come up in applications have large acyclic subgraphs (e.g.
electric networks) and an algorithm that behaves poorly on acyclic networks is likely to behave
poorly on networks with large acyclic subgraphs. Acyclic networks are also easy to use in
certain experiments because negative length cycles are not a problem for these networks.
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The networks used in the experiments of this section are generated as follows. The nodes
are numbered from 1 to n, and there is a path of arcs (i; i + 1), 1  i < n. These arcs are
called the path arcs. Additional arcs are generated by picking two distinct nodes at random
and creating an arc from the lower to the higher numbered node. The lengths of the additional
arcs are selected uniformly at random from the interval [L; U ].

9.1. Positive Arc Length. For the Acyc-Pos family, the path arcs' length is set to 1 and

the other arc lengths are selected from the interval [0; 10000]. The unit length of the path arcs
makes these problems more dicult for some of the codes. Figure 17 shows how the codes
perform on this problem family.
The fastest codes for this family are dikbd and acc. These codes perform similarly, but the
former is a little faster on bigger problems, in spite of the fact that acc is especially designed
for acyclic graphs. These two algorithms make the same number of scans; the additional
overhead of acc is a topological sort of the graph and the additional overhead of dikbd is
in maintaining the bucket data structure. The latter overhead is smaller than the former for
large Acyc-Pos problems. The performance of gor1 is only slightly worse than that of acc;
dikh also performs well, losing to dikbd by about a factor of two.
The other codes are an order of magnitude slower than the fastest ones. Worst performers
are gor, pape, and two q.

9.2. Negative Arc Length. For the Acyc-Neg family, the path arc length is set to ?1 and
the other arc lengths are selected uniformly at random from the interval [?10000; 0]. We

would like to note that Acyc-Neg problems are very natural. For example, to solve a problem
of nding a longest path in an acyclic graph, one negates arc lengths and looks for a shortest
paths. In applications such as PERT, lengths are nonnegative, and the resulting problems are
similar to the Acyc-Neg problems. Figure 18 shows how the codes perform on this problem
family.
In this experiment, acc and gor1 perform similarly to the previous experiment, and gor
performs better than in the previous experiment, matching gor1.
All other codes perform worse by a very wide margin. Within the time limit, bfp nishes
on three smallest problem sizes, thresh, dikbd, and two q on two, dikh and pape only on
one.

9.3. Variable Fraction of Negative Arcs. The previous experiments with acyclic graphs
show that performance of many algorithms changes dramatically if arc lengths in an acyclic
graph are negated. We study this phenomenon further by varying the fraction of negative
length arcs.
For the Acyc-P2N family, the problem size is xed and all arc lengths are selected uniformly
at random from the interval [L; U ], where the values of L and U determine the expected fraction
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f of negative length arcs. Note that unlike the previous experiments with acyclic networks,

the path arc lengths are random in this experiment.
Figure 19 summarizes the results. As expected from theory and previous experiments, the
performance of acc and gor1 shows almost no dependence on f . Also as expected, the
implementations of Dijkstra's algorithms perform poorly when the fraction of negative length
arcs is large.
Performance of pape and two q in this test is similar. The performance degrades dramatically as the fraction of negative length arcs increases. Performance of bfp and thresh also
signi cantly degrades, although not as dramatically.
Performance of gor degrades somewhat until the fraction of negative length arcs becomes
very large, at which point the performance improves.
10. Experiments With Variations of Dijkstra's Algorithm

The above experiments involve two implementations of Dijkstra's algorithm, the \classical"
k-ary heap implementation dikh and our double bucket implementation dikbd. In this section
we compare these implementations with several other implementations on problem families
Grid-SWide, Grid-SLong, Grid-SSquare-S, Grid-PHard, and Rand-Len. The problem families
are chosen to emphasize di erences in the codes' performance. The additional implementations
we evaluate are the R-heap implementation dikr, the Fibonacci heap implementation dikf,
Dial's implementation dikb, the over ow bag implementation dikm, and the approximate
bucket implementation dikba.
Figure 20 presents data for the Grid-SWide family. Here dikba performs best, with dikb,
dikbd, and dikbm close behind. Note that dikba makes only one scan per node on these
problems. The heap implementations dikr and dikh are somewhat slower than the bucket
implementations, with dikr is a little faster than dikh except for the smaller problem sizes.
The slowest code in this test is dikf.
Figure 21 presents data for the Grid-SLong family. On this family, dikh and dikbd are the
fastest codes. The third-fastest code is dikba, with dikr close behind it and not far behind
the fastest codes. Only slightly slower than dikr is dikf. The remaining two codes, dikb and
dikbm, are signi cantly slower.
Figure 22 presents data for the Grid-SSquare-S family. Here dikba performs best and dikbd
is somewhat worse on smaller problems but catches up with dikba on the larger problems.
The code dikr is somewhat slower; dikf and dikh are signi cantly slower than the fastest
codes, and dikbm is slower than dikh.
Figure 23 presents data for the Grid-PHard family. Here dikr performs best, with dikbd
a very close second. Another code that does very well on these problems is dikbm. The
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Figure 20. Performance of Dijkstra's implementations on Grid-SWide problems.
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Figure 21. Performance of Dijkstra's implementations on Grid-SLong problems.
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Figure 23. Performance of Dijkstra's implementations on Grid-PHard problems. On these problems, dikb requires too many buckets and does not run.
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performance of dikh and dikf is reasonably good, and these code perform very similarly. The
worst code, dikba, loses to the best by about a factor of 3.
Figure 24 presents data for the Rand-Len family. On problems with small lengths, dikb,
dikba, and dikbd are the fastest codes and on problems with big lengths, dikbm is the fastest.
However, the di erence among all these codes is small, except that dikb exceeds its limit on
the number of bucket and does not run on the problems with the biggest arc length range.
Somewhat slower than the fastest codes is dikh. The code dikf is the slowest except on the
problem with the biggest arc lengths, where it is the second slowest.
11. Discussion
The purpose of this section is to evaluate the experimental results and to provide theoretical
explanations of the observed behavior of the algorithms.
Our experimental data motivated an interesting theoretical discovery which we describe
next. We say that two instances of the shortest path problem are equivalent if the underlying
networks, including their representations, are identical and the two length functions, ` and
` , satisfy `d = ` for some potential function d. (If networks are given in the adjacency list
representations, identical representations have the corresponding nodes and arcs appearing in
the same order.) A labeling shortest paths algorithm is potential-invariant if it performs the
same sequence of node scans on two equivalent problem instances. Figure 16 shows that gor,
dikh, dikbd, and thresh algorithms are not potential-invariant and suggests that the other
algorithms in the gure are potential-invariant.
0

00

0

00

Theorem 11.1. Algorithms bf, bfp, gor1, pape, and two q are potential-invariant.
The proof of this theorem is straightforward from the following lemma. The lemma follows
from the fact that replacing arc lengths by reduced costs with respect to a potential function
does not change the di erence in lengths of two paths between the same pair of nodes.

Lemma 11.2. If on any xed graph the behavior of a labeling algorithm depends only on the

relative lengths of paths from the source node to other nodes, than the algorithm is potentialinvariant.

Note that gor is not potential-invariant because, for example, during the rst depth- rst
search an arc may or may not belong to the admissible graph depending on its input length.
Theorem 11.1 is powerful and useful. For example, the theorem shows that no heuristic for
computing a \good" initial potential function can improve performance of a potential-invariant
algorithm such as bf. Note that any feasible shortest paths problem has an equivalent one
with nonnegative arc lengths. If the problem with nonnegative arc lengths is computationally
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simpler than the general problem, the theorem suggests that a potential-invariant algorithm
cannot be superior to all other algorithms on problems with nonnegative arc lengths.
Next we discuss performance of individual algorithms.

11.1. Bellman-Ford-Moore Algorithm. In this section we discuss the bfp code. This

discussion also applies to bf.
Theorem 4.1 suggests that the number of passes of bfp depends on the depth of the shortest
paths tree. The wide and long grid experiments (Figures 9 and 10) show how much the tree
depth a ects the performance. For the wide grids, the tree is likely to be very shallow, while
for the long grids with n + 1 nodes the tree depth must be at least n=16. The performance
di erence is as the theory suggests: bfp is asymptotically much faster on the wide grids than
on the long ones.
The number of node scans is usually a good measure of performance of bf and bfp. The
number of scans depends on both the number of passes over the queue (related to the shortest
paths tree depth) and on the average number of nodes scanned during a pass. Our parentchecking heuristic tries to reduce the latter parameter.
On problems with unit arc lengths, bf behaves like breadth- rst search and does one scan
per node reachable from the source, and bfp behaves in exactly the same way but is slightly
slower because of the parent checks (which always come out negative). See Figure 4. The
number of scans does not depend on the number of passes; if the number of passes is large,
the average number of nodes in the queue is small.
The Bellman-Ford-Moore algorithm works well on networks with small shortest paths tree
depth. This algorithm also works well on networks with highly \metric"arc lengths, such as
small nonnegative lengths. (See Section 11.3 for a discussion of \metric" length functions.)
In general, however, the algorithm does not perform very well relative to the best codes. It
performs especially poorly on Grid-SLong, Grid-PHard, Grid-NHard, and Acyc-Neg problem
families. We note that gor never loses to bfp by more than a factor of 2 in our experiments
and performs reasonably where bfp does poorly.

11.2. Dijkstra's Algorithm. First we discuss relative performance of the implementations of

Dijkstra's algorithm on networks with nonnegative length functions (Figures 21 { 24). On these
networks, all implementations we consider except for dikba do one scan per node reachable
from the source. The di erence in the running time of these implementations is due to the
di erent work involved in selecting a labeled node with the minimum distance label. Note that
on dense graphs this work is small compared to the work involved in the node scans, so the
code performance is nearly identical. (Compare dikh and dikbd on the Rand-1:4 family.)
The k-ary heap implementation, dikh, is the second-worst on Grid-SWide, Grid-SSquare-S,
and Rand-Len problems. This is because the heap operations are relatively expensive unless
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the number of elements on the heap is small. The number of elements on the heap is large on
Grid-SWide and Grid-SSquare-S problems and small on Grid-SLong problems. On the latter
problems, the implementation works very well, being just a little slower than the fastest code.
The implementation performs reasonably on Grid-PHard problems.
The R-heap implementation, dikr, is usually better than the dikh implementation except
on Grid-SLong family. This implementation is the best on Grid-PHard problems. The
implementation, however, is noticeably worse than the best ones on Grid-SWide and GridSSquare-S problems.
The Fibonacci heap code, dikf, is usually slower than the dikh code and is always slower
than dikr in our tests.
The potential for large memory requirements is one of the problems of the bucket implementation dikb. Because of this, the implementation does not run on Grid-SSquare-S problems,
Grid-PHard problems, and the Rand-Len problems with the biggest length range. Another
problem of this implementation is that it may examine a large number of empty buckets.
This is the case, for example, on Grid-SLong problems, where dikb is the slowest code. The
code worked reasonably well on Grid-SWide and Grid-PHard families, and on those Rand-Len
problems on which it ran.
The drawback of the over ow bag implementation, dikbm, is that the bag size can be large
and the bag may be examined many times. This happens on Grid-SSquare-S problems where
all nodes (except for the source) are placed in the bag at the beginning of the computation
and relatively few are removed at each stage. This also happens on Grid-SLong problems
where the graph has long paths. The implementation performs poorly on these problems. The
implementation works very well on Rand-Len problems, and reasonably well on Grid-SWide
and Grid-PHard problems.
The dikba implementation works very well on all the problem families except Grid-PHard.
Unlike dikb, this implementation has to look at fewer buckets. On the negative side, nodes
may be scanned more than once, but on most of our problem classes the number of scans per
node was small. Grid-PHard problems have many arcs of small length and dikba makes about
6:5 scans per node on these problems. As a result, dikba performed poorly on this family.
The dikbd is the best or nearly the best code on all problems except Grid-SSquare-S problems of small sizes, where it is slower than dikba. But even on these problems dikbd loses
by less than a factor of 3. This code works well because if a high-level bucket is empty, the
code skips it, and if the bucket is full, the code deals with it in a way that is in general more
ecient compared to dikba. The reason for the relatively poor performance of dikbd on small
Grid-SSquare-S problems is that the value of C is very large only because of the arti cial arcs,
and the choice of  made by the implementation is much larger than it should be ideally. As
a result, on small problems the work involved in examining empty buckets dominates.
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The dikbd code seems the best overall implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm in our study.
If the length function is nonnegative, dikbd performs well. It is fastest or nearly fastest on the
Grid-PHard, Rand-4, Rand-1:4, Rand-Len, Acyc-Pos families and the large Grid-SSquare-S
problems. On other problems with nonnegative arc lengths, dikbd is always within a factor
of 4 from the fastest code.
On problems with many negative arcs dikbd may be extremely slow. It happens on the
Grid-NHard and Acyc-Neg problems. However, if the fraction of negative arcs is small, dikbd
may work well, as Rand-P and Acyc-P2N experiments show.
In practice, a good bound on the maximum arc length is often available. Some other
characteristics of the length function, such as the minimum arc length and the fractions of big
and small length arcs, may also be known. This information can be used to select better values
for the parameters in the bucket-based implementations of Dijkstra's algorithm and improve
performance of these implementations.
11.3. The Incremental Graph Algorithms. The performance of the incremental graph
codes pape and two q is mixed: excellent on some problem families and terrible on others.
These codes perform extremely well on simple grid problems without the arti cial source,
where they average at about 1 to 1:5 scans per node. Since in these codes the overhead of
selecting the next node to be scanned is very small, it is hard to beat these algorithms by more
than 30% on such a family.
For unit arc length networks in the Rand-Len experiments both incremental graph algorithms, and also the threshold algorithm, make one scan per node. In general, these algorithms
make at most one scan per node on networks with arc unit length. One can show this using the
fact that the low priority set is maintained as a FIFO queue and checking that the high priority
set is irrelevant in this case. (The high priority set in pape and two q is always empty. If the
high priority set NOW in thresh becomes empty, it acquires all nodes from the low priority
set NEXT.) Thus on networks with unit arc length these algorithms work essentially in the
same way as bf.
On the other hand, the incremental graph codes perform poorly on Grid-SSquare-S, GridPHard, Grid-NHard, Rand-4, Rand-1:4, and acyclic graph problems. The poor performance of
the codes on the Grid-SSquare-S family is due to the fact that all nodes become labeled during
the scan of the arti cial source, which is the rst scan performed by the algorithms. As a
result, on this family (and any other problem with an arti cial source), pape works like stack
and two q works like bf. Since stack and bf work poorly on Grid-SSquare-S problems, so
do pape and two q.
In general, pape and two q seem to perform poorly on graphs with highly \nonmetric"
length functions, i.e., length functions with many violations of the triangle inequality. For
example, on Acyc-Pos graphs, a violation of the triangle inequality is possible since a sum of
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two random numbers can be less then the third number picked from the same nonnegative
distribution. For Acyc-Neg graphs this violation is much more likely, however, because the
distribution is nonpositive, and the algorithms perform much worse. Intuitively, if `(u; v ) +
`(v; w) < `(u; w) and an incremental graph algorithm places u and w into the high-priority set
before v , adding v to the set is likely to cause the algorithm to recompute the distance label
values of w and its successors in the current shortest path tree. If the number of violations of
the triangle inequality is large, the number of scans per node is likely to be high. Although
we are unable to prove formally that nonmetric length functions are bad for pape and two q,
this seems to be the case.
We would like to note that when pape and two q perform well, they seem to do a similar
number of scans per node and their running times are close, with pape usually slightly faster
because of a simpler low-level implementation. When the codes perform poorly, two q is
signi cantly faster than pape.

11.4. The Threshold Algorithm. The performance of thresh is also mixed. This code

performed well on the simple grid networks and the unit length networks. However, the code
performed poorly on Grid-PHard, Grid-NHard, Rand-4, Rand-1:4, and acyclic graph problems.
We would like to note that since thresh examines the NEXT list at every iteration but does
not, in general, scan all the nodes on NEXT, the running time of thresh is not necessarily
proportional to the number of scans. The threshold parameter, however, is computed in such
a way that the algorithm tends to scan a constant fraction of the nodes on NEXT at each
iteration, so often the number of scans is a good the algorithm performance.
In a sense, thresh is a compromise between the Bellman-Ford-Moore algorithm (which
scans all labeled nodes at each iteration) and Dijkstra's algorithm (which scans a labeled node
with the minimum distance label). Although thresh compares favorably with the former
algorithm, never loosing to bfp by more than a factor of 2 except for the Acyc-Neg and AcycP2N families in our tests, it does not look as good when compared with dikbd. While dikbd
is always within a factor of 3 from thresh, dikbd is orders of magnitude faster on problem
families such as Grid-PHard, Rand-4, and Rand-1:4.
We did not attempt to improve the performance of thresh by adjusting its parameters,
and it may be possible to improve the overall performance of the algorithm by ne-tuning. It
is unlikely, however, that this will make the algorithm competitive on the problems where it
performs poorly in our tests.

11.5. The Topological Ordering Algorithms. The topological ordering algorithms gor

and gor1 are the most robust algorithms in our study. These are the only algorithms, for
example, that solved all Grid-NHard problems within the time limit.
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An examination of Figures 7 { 19 shows that gor never loses to bfp, pape, or two q by
more than a factor of 3 while it often wins by orders of magnitude. The performance of gor is
good on all SPGRID families we consider except the Grid-PHard family. The code also works
very well on the Acyc-Neg family; it can be shown that gor does at most two scans per node
on an acyclic network with nonpositive length function.
Although gor never loses by two orders of magnitude or more in our tests, it is slower
than the fastest codes by about an order of magnitude for some problem sizes on the Rand-4,
Rand-1:4, Rand-Len, Acyc-Neg, and Acyc-P2N problems.
On acyclic networks, gor1 works well and Theorem 4.12 proves that this must be the case.
The code is also the best on Grid-NHard problems and it performs reasonably well on GridSSquare-S and Grid-SWide problems. The code performs poorly on Grid-SSquare, Grid-SLong,
Rand-4, and Rand-1:4 families, where it loses by an order of magnitude for some problem sizes.
12. Concluding Remarks
Our study does not produce a single best code for all classes of shortest paths problems. We
can, however, suggest two algorithms, one for networks with negative arcs and one for networks
without negative arcs. These algorithms may not be the best on a particular problem class,
but their running time is likely to be of the same order of magnitude as that of the fastest
algorithm and often will be much closer.
For problems with nonnegative arc lengths, Dijkstra's algorithm is robust and an appropriate
implementation of this algorithm is usually quite competitive. In our tests, the double bucket
implementation, dikbd, is the best overall. This implementation also seems to work reasonably
well if the network has a small number of negative length arcs.
For problems with many negative length arcs, gor1 appears to be a good choice. This code
also works well on graphs that have large node-induced acyclic subgraphs.
In practice, problems often have a very speci c structure, and algorithms that can take
advantage of this structure may perform very well. For example, practical problems are often
quite \metric" and incremental graph algorithms may work well on these problems. Our experiments suggest, however, that extra care is needed if one decides to use these algorithms
because small changes (such as addition of an arti cial source) may drastically decrease performance of these algorithms. Our experiments give strong evidence that two q is more robust
than pape and is a safer choice in practice.
The relatively good performance of the R-heap and the double-bucket implementations
compared to the k-ary heap and bucket implementations, respectively, show that sophisticated
data structures may be worth implementing. R-heaps are very promissing for other algorithms
using the priority queue data structure, such as the minimum-cost spanning tree algorithms.
On the other hand, the relatively poor performance of the Fibonacci heap implementation
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compared to the k-ary heap implementation shows that a sophisticated data structure with a
better theoretical worst-case bound is not neccesarily better in practice.
We evaluated the classical algorithms and the new algorithms that we considered to be most
interesting and promising. We also implemented a scaling algorithm of [13]. Performance of
our implementation was not especially good, but a better implementation may be possible.
A careful experimental study of several other methods, such as variations of the threshold
algorithm [12, 10] and the auction algorithm [3], may produce interesting results as well.
We experimented with networks without negative cycles. An interesting question is which
algorithms are best at detecting a negative cycle if there is one.
Code Availability

The codes of our implementations and generators, the generator inputs used in our experiments, and a description of our network representation format are available via a mail server.
To obtain the codes and the other data, send mail to ftp-request@theory.stanford.edu
and put send splib.tar as the subject line. The reply will contain a uuencoded tar le with
the codes, generator inputs, and documentation.
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